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A Case for Branch Banking in Montana*
Stanley L. Graham, Economist
Arthur J. Rolnick, Assistant Vice President
Research Department
Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis

Since Adam Smith published The Wealth of Nations
in 1776, economists have argued for fewer government
restrictions on economic activities. Smith theorized
that individuals pursuing their own interests in the
marketplace are led —as if by an invisible hand—to
achieve the most good for all; their profit-motivated
behavior results in consumers getting the goods and
services they want, produced at the lowest possible
costs and offered to them at the lowest possible prices.
Any government interference with this private competition is therefore almost certain to lead to inefficiencies
and higher prices and can only be justified to enforce
contracts or to prevent otherwise inevitable monopolistic practices. Following Smith, many economists have
argued for free trade among countries, for unrestricted
entry into all kinds of economic pursuits, and for a very
limited role for government.
Yet while Adam Smith and his followers have
made a strong theoretical case for freedom in the
marketplace, they haven't often been able to find as
convincing support for their case in the real world.
Either data have simply not been available for the
particular type of economic activity they're considering, or isolating the impact of a particular government
restriction from the impacts of the many other influences on economic activity has been very difficult.
The case for allowing banks the freedom to branch
is an exception. Restricting the type of offices banks
can open, as Montana and other largely rural states do,
is clearly a form of government intervention that Adam
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Smith would have questioned. It prevents willing providers of a service from selling to willing customers and
thus, according to him, does not achieve the most good
for all — unless, of course, it truly is preventing some
form of noncompetitive behavior. Whether or not that
is so can, in this case, be evaluated by more than
Smith's theory. A considerable amount of relevant empirical evidence is available: Many states have permitted some form of branch banking, and their experience
has been analyzed extensively.
The evidence clearly supports allowing banks
more freedom. It strongly suggests that many common
concerns over the impact of branching on competition
in the banking industry are unwarranted. Permitting
branching does not drive small independent banks
out of business or reduce the amount of credit rural
communities can get or increase what they have to pay
for it and other banking services. On the contrary,
where branch banking has been allowed, large and
small banking systems compete quite vigorously, and
on average consumers in rural areas are offered more
places to bank and a wider variety of banking services.
While branching clearly changes some features of the
banking market, it has not led to monopoly pricing, but
rather to more banking services offered to more people
at competitive prices.
The evidence, in short, shows that branch banking
has had a positive influence wherever permitted, just as
Adam Smith would have predicted. But will it have
similar effects in Montana? Considering the current
structure of financial institutions and markets in this
state, we believe that it will.
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Experience With Branch
Banking in the United States
Whether or not banks can branch in the United States
has historically been a question left to each individual
state to answer. Over the years the trend has been
toward allowing some form of branching, but at any
time in this century a significant number of states have
completely prohibited it (see Chart 1).
Today 21 states and the District of Columbia
permit branching anywhere within their borders and 16
states permit branching within limited areas — mostly
within the bank's home office county and the counties
surrounding it. This leaves 13 states that by law or
practice still completely prohibit branching. Commonly referred to as unit banking states, these 13
states have a close geographic and economic relationship. All but 2 of them are located in the cluster of
states between the Mississippi River and the Rocky
Mountains, running from Montana, North Dakota, and
Minnesota in the north to Texas in the south (Chart 2).
And all of the unit banking states are largely rural and
contain mostly small banking organizations.
Fears about branching are unwarranted
The opposition to branch banking in these states has
mainly been based on fears that the ability to branch will
reduce competition in the banking industry and so
increase the cost and reduce the availability of banking
services for rural consumers. Specifically, opponents fear
that this will happen because they believe that

1. Branch banks do not siphon funds
out of rural areas
One of the most emotional issues surrounding branching is the contention that branches are established
mainly to gather deposits from rural towns in order to
provide loans to the head office's large corporate
customers. Since bank credit is essential to the economic development of rural communities, opponents
argue, this siphoning will lead to depressed economic
conditions in these communities.
Proponents of branching disagree that siphoning of
funds out of rural areas is the inevitable result of
branch banking. They argue that a bank with branch
offices is likely, rather, to increase the amount of funds
available in rural communities because its loan portfolio is more geographically dispersed and therefore
less risky than that of a unit bank. Thus, it can hold

Chart 1

The Trend Toward Branch Banking
in the United States
N u m b e r of States Prohibiting or Allowing
Some Form of Branch B a n k i n g in the Last 50 Years
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1. Branch banks siphon funds out of rural areas.
2. Branch banks are less efficient than unit banks.
3. Large branch banks drive small unit banks out of
business.
4. Branching leads to increased bank concentration.
The experience with branch banking in the United
States has allowed researchers to test the validity of these
concerns. Comparing states that allow branching to those
that don't, comparing branch banks to unit banks in the
same state, and comparing banks before and after they
become part of a branching system has provided fertile
ground for economic analysis. The evidence from these
studies is quite conclusive: all four fears about branching
are unwarranted.

Sources: White 1976, American Bankers Association
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